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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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penecito
PENIS DIMINUTIVE PENIS.  Small penis

pensadores de lampara
LAMP THINKERS spelling error by LAMP THINKER , person who comes up with an idea and preaches it even though
he has not researched or delved into the subject

pensamiento racional
RATIONAL THINKING is thought based on pure critical analysis, detached from any emotional attribute that reaches
conclusions based on background, experience and knowledge only. 

pensional
PENSION

pensum
PENSUM Latinism of the verb pendere , a specific curriculum of a student to achieve his degree.  In Spanish you should
write pénsum in singular and think plural . 

pentapartita
PENTAPARTITE By quintuple heading .  Penta five or fifth, quintuple and partita, match or part.  Andrés Bello
incorporates in the Chilean Civil Code the traditional or French classification of the Treaty of Obligations.  This
classification, pentapartite, states that the sources of the obligations are: the Contract, the Quasi-Contract, the Civil
Crime, the Civil Quasi-Aste and the Law.

pentosa
PENTOSA monosaccharides, simple decomposed buttocks, which are made up of 5 carbon atoms, which perform a
structural function, outside the hydroxyl groups characteristic of all monosaccharides.  They may also carry ketone or
alldehydic groups. 

peonío
PEONíO 1 .  Resident of a region of Greece, the Peonia.  2 . Concerning the Peonia region 3.  Indo-European language
spoken by the inhabitants of Peony. 4 .  Victoria or Niké (for whom the sports brand Nike was created) is a Greek
sculpture of Paros marble, whose authorship is attributed by Pausanias to the classical sculptor Peonio de Mende and
dated between the years 425 and 421

peorro
PEORRO That farts.  What's with a lot of gas.

pepenor
PEPENOR In Camargo , Cantabria , Spain; PPNOR , company dedicates to the goldvision of cereals and other basic
nutrients for the feeding of livestock.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be ppnor

peperecha



PEPERECHA In Central America, especially El Salvador and Guatemala : Prostitute, woman who has sex for money.  In
Guatemala it is also a sweet bread stuffed with honey and topped with colored sugar

pepiar
PEPIAR in Peru: drugging a woman by placing drugs (lapepa) 

pepinera
PEPINERA f .  of PEPINERO, relative to or belonging to cucumbers.  Cucumber suffers mainly from two types of
diseases: viral and fungal.  To avoid them, pepineras meshes are used. 

pepinero
PEPINERO ( I re-register it ) 1 .  Person who produces or markets cucumbers.  2 .  Amateur or player of the Leganés
Sports Club, of the Spanish second division.  3 .   ( Julito )  Instagram and twitter user 4 .  Isaac Pepiinero Flores,
professional member of the Spanish League of Legends team, who has gone on to occupy the , position of ADC. 

pepinillo amargo
BITTER PEPINILLO It is pickles pickled in vinegar fermented in brine, unlike bittersweet pickles, which contain sugar. 
Pickles are good for dieting as 3 pickles deliver 24 calories, but they are boyfriends for their large amount of salt, in
addition to sodium benzoate and potash, which are carcinogenic.

pepo
PEPO René Rodolfo Ríos Boettinger , Chilean cartoonist ( 1911-2000 ) creator of Don Gabito ( pte .  Gabriel Glnzález
Videla ) Viborita (the stunning) CONDORITO and the commoner of characters (Yayita , the cumpa Don Chuma ,
Huevoduro , Coné , Can Gorge , Pepe Cortisona, Ungenio, Mrs. Tremebunda) one day Colonel Quezada offended his
lady Olivia and threw her, until the day of the colonel's death she had graffiti and signs that said "Die the Broken
Quezada".  Man of infinite humour, one day his wife asked him for a fur coat.  He published a strip in which two friends
of Viborita comment : - Hey, Viborita pulled out new fur coat! Did your husband change his position? - No, she changed
her husband. 

peptidoglicano
PEPTIDOGLICANO Mureina .  Longitudinal and three-dimensional layers of the bacteria that make up the cell wall of
them, and covering the plasma membrane.  They are made up of a part of peptides and lipid part, which replaces the
cholesterol of cells. They are up to 40 layers in the case of Gram positives and constitute a single and thin in the case of
Gram negatives.  Peptidoglycans are important because they help defend the bacteria from osmotic pressure, which if it
did not exist would destroy them.  There are other bacteria that do not have a cell wall and that resolve this by
increasing the rigidity of the plasma membrane with sterols.

pequenos
SMALL spelling error by SMALL , plural of SMALL , small of a smaller size (to the normal ) 

pequeño contrabandista
SMALL CONTRABANDIST A smuggler is who crosses borders by circumventing the payment of customs duties and
then reselling the goods on the black market.  The small adjective can beinterpreted as a small, low-footed, small-footed
boy who, perjectively, is secretly mobilizing, candy stolen from the pantry.

percató



the reflexive verb sense, to realize

percegir
PERCEGIR Watch GO After Something

percepción hedónica
HEDONIC PERCEPTION identification of the good with pleasure, feeling that good is associated with pleasure and
therefore, you should seek at all times sensory and immediate pleasure. 

percutida
PERCUTIDO , Participle of the verb PERCUTIR , fire a firearm. 

perder el sentido
LOSING SENSE fainting, losing consciousness.  If specified more, it is the loss of one of the 5 senses: loss of the sense
of speech

perdiz nival
PERDIZ NIVAL , by NIVAL Concerning Snow .   It is a resistant grouse that inhabits the barren lands of the Arctic
mountain range; adapts well to hostile environments.  It is well camouflaged thanks to white winter plumage and brown
plumage with summer specks; In the spring, the male sheds its feathers later than the female, so at the beginning of the
breeding season remains visibly white while the female becomes almost invisible in the tundra.

perdona buena
FORGIVE GOOD as a sentence it is understood that apologies are requested for having considered something wrong
as a response or a shot.  A comma is missing pu is s without it the phrase makes no sense. 

perezoso inútil
LAZY PEREZOSO, sleepy, left, slow.  INÚTIL is someone who is a burden, a nude and that, therefore is not useful.  Bad
thing if someone is both at the same time.

perezosos
SLOTH PL .  of SLOTH 1 .  That he has laziness, laziness.  2 .  Bear species

perfect serve
PERFECT SERVE act of properly serving a cocktail.  For example, serving a gin and tonic is not a minor issue.  On the
contrary.  It must be considered from the bubble of the tonic to the ingredients, passing through the temperature, the
glass or the time, among others.  It is important the pairing between the gin and the tonic that star it, which must be
combined between them in the right measure, to enhance their different and own nuances. 

perfectas
PERFECT f .  pl.  of suitable, perfect

performer
Avant-garde performer of performances in which elements of diverse arts and fields are combined, such as music,



dance, theater and plastic arts. 

perfume-colonia
PERFUME-COLONIA perfume is a concentrated essence of flavourings, essential oils and solvents.  The colony has
water, added so it is nothing more than a perfume of lower concentration. 

perfumosas
PERFUMES f .  of PERFUME, which intensely aromatize

perfumoso
PERFUME that aromatizes intensely

pericentro
PERICENTRO point in the orbit of a rotary that is closer to the center of gravity around which the body moves.  2 .  Area
of a city that is on the periphery and that surrounds the central part.  3 .  Region around the center, e.g. eye polish. 

perico
PERICO fan of Espanyol de Barcelona .  Espanyol moved to the Sarriá Stadium, where they played between 1923 and
1997, In the vicinity of that white stadium there were numerous trees in which you could see a lot of birds of parakeets
flying over the playing field, from where the nickname was derived to the Espanyolenses. 

peridomiciliarios
PERIDOMICILIARIOS plural de PERIDOMICILIARIO A of the prefix PERI- , around it refers to the area that surrounds a
house, up to 100 meters from it. 

perifericos
PERIPHERICAL peripheral spelling error, plural of PERIFÉRICO

perifrasis verbal
VERBAL PERIFRASIS .  It consists of the copulative use of two verbal forms to express an idea.  Both verbs convey a
single verbal idea and form an inseparable syntactic unit.  This means that, functionally, the entire structure is the core
of the predicate.   There are two general classes or types of verbal periphrases : a ) aspectual : add nuances about the
state or development of the verbal action (i.e. about the time of action in which the speaker is being fixed) : It usually
occurs at dawn, it is going wrong. (b) manners : manifest the speaker's attitude to verbal action.  I can invite you to the
party.

perimenopausia
PERIMENOPAUSIA term formed by the Greek prefix PERI, around (as in peristyle, periscope, pericardium) and
MENOPAUSIA or term of periods of menstruation and female fertility.  It means stage around the end of ovulation and
the ability to spawn. 

periodificacion
PERIODIFICATION segmentation in stages, not necessarily of equal duration. 



periodístico-político
PERIODISTIC-POLICY action or effect that has advertising and propaganda characteristics in the field of contingent
policy.

periodo de gracia
GRACE PERIOD Is the time that the creditor grants the debtor to pay without interest, or without having to pay or repay
the debt.  So if you ask for a bank loan and it grants a grace period of 3 months it means that you start paying the fourth
month, eventually when the investment in a business begins to profit.

periodontitis
PERIODONTITIS Acute gingival infection that inflames and injures the gums and can damage the jaw. 

peritoneodiálisis
PERITONEODILISIS procedure that allows to filter the blood using the peritonel membrane, which is the one that covers
the stomach on its inner part as an exchange membrane in a similar way as a dialyzer does in hemodialysis. 

período de clases
CLASS PERIOD Season that lasts a course of studies .  As opposed to the holiday period, where no lessons are given

períodos
Plural PERIOD PERIOD period, was, cycle, time

perjudicatario
Harmful HARM that harms, which causes harm

perking
PERKING do submissive.  Anglicism derived from Perkins, the butler's surname that appears in some crime novels.  It
became very popular for its interpretation by the Argentine cult humorist Alberto Olmedo (1933-1988) who, to the voice
of "Perkins", immediately appeared the submissive butler.  From there he became part of the lunfardo and is called that
to the cuma in prison who is the submissive of the rest of the prison population, and makes a child of the errands.  It is
today, in popular parlity, the one that has the least authority, or has none. 

perkings
PERKINGS anglilicism, phonetic deformation of Perkins, derogatory sarcasm to try as a servant or waiter.  comes from
Perkin who is for errands, messenger or servant and the one who sexually serves prisoners in prison.  It comes from
Perkins the butler of English houses in some novels.  Arturo Vidal, nicknamed King Arthur, was ningune and trolled by a
sports commentator as perkin and not king, which resulted in an outraged response from the player over the networks,
which went viral in August 2019. 

permanecer incólume
STAY INCOLUME Stay intact, without dent, without alterations or damage .

permanecieran y permanecerán
verbal forms of the verb be.  They remain conditional time and remain is future tense



permiso de circulacion
CIRCULATION PERMISSION Spelling error by CIRCULATION PERMISSION

permiso de circulación
CIRCULATION PERMISSION in Chile : tax charged annually by the municipalities of the country for allowing the
movement of a motor vehicle of more than 100 cc . 

peronización
PERONIZATION convert to the ideology of Juan Domingo Perón, former Argentine president

peronizar
PERONIZAR in Argentina : Compenetrar of the social political doctrine of former President Juan Domingo Perón or his
successor Eva Duarte de Perón. 

peronoide
PERONOIDE in Argentina: derogatory saying of Peronistas, or supporters of José Domingo Perón and his wife Eva
Duarte de Perón, former Argentine presidents

perotonero
PEROTONERO see PERITONEUM

peroxol
PEROXOL liquid cleaning, stain remover and disinfectant whose active base is hydrogen peroxide. 

perritos
PERRITOS , plural of the diminutive of dog, PERRITO 1 .  Small dog 2 .  Clothes hanging clamp

perro cazador del cabo
DOG CABO HUNTER lycaon pictus see LICAON . 

perro del hortelano
HORTELANO DOG figuratively, person who does not eat or let eating.  2 .  Literary work of Lope de Vega, comedy in
which Princess Diana cannot love Theodore and, therefore, does not allow the love to be loved or loved by another
person.  Hence the phrase is like the dog of the gardener, because the dog does not eat vegetables, but also does not
allow other animals to eat the master's vegetables. 

perro en hipérbole
DOG IN HYPERBOLE figuratively increasing: wretched, fierce, sadistic, evil and also the diminutive figurative sense,
pet, submissive.  In the literary sense PERRAZO

perro hiena
DOG HIENA lycaon pictus , carnivorous mammal of the canid family.   Spotted fur and round ears, stops. 



perro pequeño
SMALL dog poodle, dog of small dimensions, usually the one that can be comfortably had in an apartment.

perro salvaje africano
AFRICAN WILD DOG lycaon pictus, animal that looks a lot like hyena, so it is also called hyena dog, which inhabited all
of Africa and is currently endangered.  It is the only living species in the genus lycaon. 

perro viejo no coje ni deja cojer
OLD DOG DOES NOT COJE OR LET COJER Variant of the said IS AS THE DOG OF THE HORTELANO : DO NOT
COME OR LET EAT (comedy of Lope de Vega ) means that it is exaggerated in compliance with a rule, producing more
harm than benefit.  .

perruncha
PERRUNCHA 1. Way to refer to a small dog, in a friendly fashion. 2. Same about a femenine friend. 3  In Colombia:
slut, fox, whore.

perseguir a alguien
CHASING SOMEONE 1.  Go after a person coming from reaching her 2.  Prosecuting a person, either by complaining
or suing them in the courts of justice.  3 .  Harass a person by trying to harm them for political, socual, moral, ethnic or
religious reasons.

persistentes
PERSISTENT pl .  persistent persistent, resistant, stubborn

persitir
PERSITIR spelling error by PERSISTING, persevering, remaining, resisting

persona con síndrome de down
PERSON WITH DOWN SYNDROME .  It is one that has a somatic alteration in its DNA, consisting of a trisomy on
chromosome 21.  This excess causes decreased cognitive and physiological developmental capacity and has treatment
but has no cure.

persona considerada
CONSIDERED PERSON Is that person who has respect and commiseration for other people.

persona inculta
PERSON INCULTA person without or very low level of education 2 .  person of bad manners, without urbanity. 

persona inutil
USELESS PERSON (and not useless ) Said of a person : what is not useful, that does not serve ( for something ) 2 . 
He can't do anything.

persona manipuladora
MANIPULATIVE PERSON Person who uses by coeration or pressure, usually taking advantage of a position of



superiority, to other people for their own benefit.

persona mansa
PERSON MANSA passive person, submissive, quiet

persona venenosa
POISON PERSON insidious person, who usually speaks ill of others, sowing hatefulness.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be viper tongue, malevolent person, copucher, hate sower

personajes
PLURAL CHARACTERS

personal fit
PERSONAL FIT 1 .  Model of extractor and milk with glasses paea each breast branch.  2 .  In Chile : gym chain with
training system where the intensity is adapted to the degree of individual physical condition.   It's really just a contraction
of fitness staff, or healthy personal condition. 

personal shopper
PERSONAL SHOPPER anglicanism by VITRINEO IN PERSON, face-to-face buyer, who physically goes to the shops. 

personal trainer
PERSONAL TRAINER anglicism by personal trainer, gym teacher who is dedicated to personally directing the training of
a gymnast or athlete. 

personalidades
PLURAL PERSONALITIES of PERSONALITY1 .  important person 2.  Character

personalísimo
VERY personal STAFF

personauraña
PERSONAURAA see HURAO , said of a person : who does not want to relate to others, arisco, retracted, sour, few
words. 

perspectiva área
AERIAL PERSPECTIVE of Latin perspectivus, look through, and from the feminine perspective, optics.  Project on a
plane the three-dimensional view of a space seen from the air at a given height on that surface.

perspectivas
PERSPECTIVES pl .  OF PERSPECTIVE , POINT OF VIEW , LITERALLY OR FIGURATIVELY : The Christs of Dalí
show it from a very original perspective, with the focal point on its head.   Chile has great prospects for a rapid economic
recovery , but not so much of the jobs destroyed



perspicia
PERSPICACIA (and not PERPICIA ) Intelligence and deep ability to detect and know a reality.

perteneciente o relativo a las acciones de las personas
BELONGING OR RELATING TO THE ACTIONS OF PEOPLE Is the definition of MORAL .  In other words, everything
that is related to behaviors, the good behavior of the human being, its scale of values that allow him to distinguish
between good and evil, and go beyond what is allowed and act according to what is acceptable, regardless of whether
there are prohibitions or restrictions for it, or there are none.

pertenencias
BELONGINGS 1 .  relationship of one thing with whom you have the right to them.  2 .  Former land unit measure
defining mining concessions. 

pesado
HEAVY arisco character, unsy charming

pesca artesanal
ARTESANAL FISHING with boats and boats no more than 10 nautical miles from the coast, using nets and basic
technology. 

pescadazo
FISH AUGMENTATIVE FISH .  Fish much larger than normal

pescadote
FISH contemptuous of FISH; FISH augmentative: This prodigy of the little fish was almost always followed by what he
called the miracle of the , pretending with the weight of such a fish to crush the doubts of ungodliness (Mare Nostrum, by
Vicente Blasco) 

pescar con anzuelo
FISHING WITH ANZUELO sport fishing that is done in two ways : with rod and hook to which adheres a sebum and
another with a line to which are adapted a series of hooks

pescera
PESCERA Spelling error .  See PECERA

pese a todo
DESPITE ALL Expression that means TO WEIGH EVERYTHING even if [all this] has happened, even if all these
problems exist

pesificador
PESIFICADOR in Argentina : ( law ) which converts dollars invested in pesos . 

peste bobonica
BOBONIC PLAGUE.  .  . SEE BUBONIC PLAGUE



peste bubónica
BUBONIC PESTE Pandemic that ravaged Europe and part of Asia in the 14th century.  It is native to Mongolia and
transmitted by the bite of fleas living in rodents.  It killed more than 100 thousand people, including more than a third of
Europe's population.  It is mainly called bubonic because bubbly, tumors or inflammations occur on the surface of the
skin.  He usually kills in 10 days.  With treatment, 10% of those infected die.

peste neumónica
PNEUMONIC PESTE Inhalation of the gram-negative bacterium Yersinia pestis ( Y .  pestis).  Humans usually acquire it
because of flea bites.  There are three types of plague: bubonic, pneumonic and septic.  Primary pneumonics occurs
when it affects the respiratory area without having the attributes of bubonics; secondary pneumonic plague is the one
that occurs after bubonics have contracted; septisémic plague is produced by late treatment of plague with septic shock
and other pathologies, with mortality being around 100%. 

peste neumónima
PNEUMIMA PESTE error by PNEUMONIC PLAGUE

peterpanismo
PETERPANISM Peter Pan Syndrome, accepted in popular psychology since the publication in 1983 of The Peter Pan
Syndrome: Men Who Have Never Grown Up, written by Dan Kiley in what refers to this syndrome that makes people
never mature mentally. 

petis
PETIS error by PETYS word derived from the English PET, pets and that phonetically sounds like PET'S, of pets, or for
nascotas.  It is a brand that produces products for the care of the pet and the enclosure in which it lives. 

petista
PETISTA in Brazil : supporter of the workers' party ( PT ) 2 .  Concerning the doctrine of the aforementioned party. 

petit salé
PERIT SALÉ galicismo which means small salty;  is the abbreviation of the name of the olato of French cuisine PETIT
SALÉ AUX LENTILLES, i.e. salted pork with lentils.  The pork is cut into small pieces and dipped in brine for up to two
days and served with vegetables and lentils. 

petit tapiz
Petit tapestry actually in French is petit tapis, and it is equivalent to a small bed or carpet downsing

petonero
PETONERO or PETON In Argentina , person who sucks the dick or member of another man .

petones
PETONES in Argentina: plural of PETON, who likes to suck the penis, who commits act of FELATIO or fellation

petrodictadura
PETRODICT TOTALitarianism based on the power and superiority that promotes oil.  Venezuela has made use of this
power by granting preferential prices to various Caribbean countries to obtain their votes at the United Nations and



prevent sanctions.

petromonarquia
PETROMONARCHE mistake by PETROMONARCHY any Middle Eastern government that exploits oil and is ruled by a
royal family

petromonarquía
PETROMONARQUÍA monarchy, sultanate or emirate of the environment that is sustained by the wealth generated by
the oil it produces. 

petrócrata
PETROCratea person who governs the power of oil. 

petróleo de lutitas
OIL OF LUTITAS of Latin lutum, sludge Lutita is a sedimentary rock made up of fine deposits of silt or sludge.  They are
varied or of a certain color depending on the consistency of the original material.  When it has been organic material its
coloration is black and are called bituminous lutitas, or luti oil.  Whether they are red or yellow it is because they formed
in oxidizing environments.  Other colors reveal depository environments.

peul
PEUL , nomadic people of unknown origin.  Along with the hausas are about 40 million, living in West Africa, mainly in
the Sahel.  They're Islamites.  17, 8 million live in Nigeria.  Its physical characteristics are different from the Sudanese
and other peoples of the region.  With straight nose or sting, never flat, spied, light mahogany skin, thin hair little
enraged, wide forehead.  It is considered an honor to have Fulani ancestry. 

pewenche
PEWENCHE Pehuenche, mapuche indigenous who lives on both sides of the Andes, in the central and southern
mountains of Chile and Argentina. 

pez de limón
PEZ DE LIMÓN seriola dumeriliPez perciforme, that is, with thorny radii on the fins, such as perch. 

pez lanceta
LANCET FISH Branchiostoma lanceolatum species of cephalochordate of the family Branchiostomidae. ? They are
known for their huge eyes, fanged jaws, and slippery body.  . They are notorious hermaphrodites and cannibals that
feed on other fish and invertebrates.  They can measure up to more than 2 meters and barely digest their food. 

pez limón
PEZ LIMON fish very desired all over the world for its pleasant flavor.  It has countless names according to each region
For example in Spain : in Andalusia they call it serviola, grout and lemon fish; in the Cirvial Balearic Islands, sirvia and
cirvia; in the Canary Islands madregal and lemon.  They inhabit the sands and rocky places about 300 meters deep. 
They only emerge when the temperature rises, in spring.  They are almost flattened and elongated.  The adult weighs 60
kilos and measure between one meter and a half meters. 

pez lumón



PEZ LUMON spelling error by PEZ LIMON

pezota
PEZOTA spelling error by PEZZOTTA, an Argentine international ex-album withdrawn in 2016 and who was FIFA
referee between 2000 and 2012. 

pégate la cachá
HIT THE CACHA! Expression equivalent to cabréte , get some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be aburrete
ends with that

péón
SPAM PETON

péptidoglicano
PEPTIDEGLYCAN f .  Chains of amino sugar linked together by peptides of low number of amino acids, to form a weft
that surrounds the plasma membrane and gives shape and osmotic resistance to the bacterium. 

pérdida de sangre
BLOOD LOSS Hemorrhage

pérez gil
PáREZ GIL Spanish painter born in 1918, active in the Valencian Community and in Castilla la Ma ncha. landscaper, still
life painter and interiors.

pff
PFF of the English PFFT .  it has two meanings.  It corresponds to the onomatopoeia of the air outlet forcefully
expulated between the teeth.  The first is rejection and disacceptance.  Alternatively, it is sometimes used as a synonym
for LOL: -I died.  -PFF, I and also. 

pharming
PHARMING cyberattack with which you try to redirect to another fake website, taking advantage of the vulnerability of
DNS domains. 

phishing
PHISHING cyber scam produced by a fisher or cyber scammer.  The fraudster makes use of social engineering,
impersonates third parties, pretends to be a trusted company or person and obtains confidential keys and data that allow
to violate systems and defraud people.

phising
PHISING Spelling error by PHISHING, English fishing .  See E]PHISHING

photo booth
PHOTO BOOTH anglilicism by photo booth .  Kiosk or cabin to take pictures card size in a few minutes. 



photobook
PHOTOBOOK book of photographs with which model agencies sell to such persons for advertising contracts and other
purposes

photoshop
PHOTOSHOP of English, photo workshop.  Image manipulation software developed by Adobe for the Windows and Mac
platform.  Used by all graphic designers for its great versatility. 

pibada
PIBADA in Argentina: infantilism, little girl

pibá
PIBa fruit and palm tree of height, typical of hot climates.  It belongs to the family of arecaceae, native to the tropical and
subtropical regions of America.  Do not confuse with PIBA, Argentine jargon by girl or girl

pibes
GDP In Argentina: plural of Pibe

pibito
GDP In Argentina: DIminutive of GDP

picar un penal
PICAR A PENAL in football : gently tuck your foot down the ball when throwing a penalty shot so that it goes high
through the center of the arc.  It is presumed that the goalkeeper will launch to the side and will not be able to react in
time. 

picardías
PICARDIES m .  in Spain : soft and semi-transparent fabric nightgown, short, cut and steamy that is accompanied by a
panty or panties that matches. 

pichacorta
PICHACORTA in Spain : derogatory, small penis, which is little, ridiculous. 

pichaí
PICHAo of guarani Pi, skin and chai, wrinkled, frizzed; cower 2.  [ C]astronium balansae is a tree called urunday or
urunde in Guarani, crawled in Spanish and that exists in the intertropical areas of America. 

pichanguear
PICHANGUEAR in Chile : play the pichanga, a street football, with improvised bows or on a court, but miserable, dirt, no
nets.  The ball can be rag. 

pichaso
PICHASO In Costa Rica : piñazo , combo , golpe , piña .  PICHAZO in Spain : Blow with the picha or penis. 



pichazo
PICHAZO picha, penis .  Pichazo is a hit with the penis.  Man: Performing the sex act Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be fornicating, culear, pricking, measuring oil

picher
PICHER spanish anglicism for PITCHER

pichettista
PICHETTISTA in Argentina : who is a supporter or supporter of Miguel Angel Pichetto, Argentine Senator 2.  concerning
the aforementioned senator.  From 2020 to 2028 he served as Auditor General of the Nation. 

pichin pichin
PICHIN PICHIN in mapudungun : pigeon is a pinch (of something) 2 .  in Spain: feminine garment similar to a narrow
and sleeveless dress, which is put on top of a blouse, sweater, or similar. 3 .  in Peru and Colombia person of bad
character and mood 4 in Chile urine : make a pigety urinate

pichiró
PICHIR in Bolivia : dry and unpleasant feeling, astringent, that remains after you have eaten something. 

pichirris
PICHIRRIS, plural of pichirri, idiom of Venezuela for stingy.  See PICHIRRI

pichoncito
TINY PIGEON, bird calf 2.  Figuratively, naïve, tender, very young person 3.  Very sexually attractive woman. 

pichuchear
PICHUCHEAR in Spain and Mexico, piCHUCHA, woman.  Walking from woman to woman, pecking here and there. 

pichulear
PICHULEAR in Chile: cheating, scamming, scamming

pichulita
PICHULITE diminutive of PICULA, colloquially penis

pichulón
PICHULON large pichula, penis

pichurria
PICHURRIA In Mexico and Colombia: minnucia , smallness

pichusa
PICHUSA In Mexico : felinus domesticus Cat of black color, with long and bright fur, eyes scorched in the shade of
intense gold.  



picis
PISCIS (AND NO PICIS ) Sign of the zodiac corresponding to those born between February 19 and March 20 , Water
sign, symbol, fish

pick up
PICK UP Anglilicism by 1 .  CARGO VAN 2 .  COLLECTION, purchase that is made remotely and that is personally
withdrawn, as opposed to DELIVERY, purchase that is made remotely and dispatched to the home, process by the
seller

picker
PICKER anglilicism from TO PICK collect, take, collect, choose.  Collector, collector, person picking up or collecting
products made in a supermarket order

pickle
PICKLE anglicism by difficult situation : I am in a PICKLE .  I'm stuck in a crap.  Also picle .   These are vegetables or
fruits preserved in vinegar. 

pico del martillo
PICO DEL MARTILLO The hammers for geological exploration usually have one side with a flat head and the other with
a beak to investigate the hardness of the rocks.  Some hammers have a single beak, others are double beaked.  They're
geologist's peak hammers.   There is still another type called duck beak by the flattened and elongated beak.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be geologist's peak hammer, duck pickt hammer, double beak hammer,
flat-billed hammer

pico y cédula
PICO AND CÉDULA. In Colombia : restriction of population displacement determined by the date and last digit of the .
ID card.  If it is odd , 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 or 9 should be quarantined on odd days.  If it is 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 or 0 should remain. at home
on even days.  You can reverse to ma have the same number of restrictions for all.

pico y género
PICO AND GENDER In Colombia : Legal designation to the restrictions stipulated by the authority to work and
according to the sex of the people.

picoroco
PICOROCO austromegabalanus psittacus crustacean from Chile that looks like a mollusk because it is enclosed in a
kind of shell. 

picte
PICTE error by PICTET Swiss private bank focused on asset and wealth management for private clients and financial
institutions globally. 

pictet
PICTET Financial Group founded in Geneva in 1805.  Private bank oriented to wealth management for private clients
and financial institutions around the world. Assets under management : 



pictórico-poética
PICRIC-POETIC that has descriptive attributes, to paint a landscape or scene and, in turn, to do so poetically, with a
dreaming language. 

pictórico-poético
PICTORIAL-POETIC (poem seen or analyzed from the point of view) related to the rhetorical functioning of poetry, as
well as the description of its visual component. 

picudas
PUCUDAS f .  and pl .  From WEEVIL

pidale
ASK , (and not PIDALE ) reflexive verbal form of the verb ask, imperative mode, singular third person

piducana
PIDUCANA feminine, gentilicio of the born in Talca, Chile, where runs the estero Piduco, in the maule region, 240
kilometers from Santiago. 

piducano
PIDUCANO in Chile: gentilicio that is used locally to name the talquinos, residents of the province and city of Talca, for
the fact that this is crossed by the Piduco River. 

pie de terciopelo
VELVET PIE Flammulina velutipes is a family of white and elongated mushrooms, more like a very fined asparagus than
a traditional mushroom.  They are popular in chinese, Japanese and Korean cuisine.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be enoki, golden needle mushroom, winter mushrooms, velvet stems

piecera
PIECERA small blanket to place at the foot of the bed. 

piedecuestense
PIEDECUESTENSE Gentile of the born in Pie de Cuesta , municipality of the department of Santander, Colombia. 

piedra en náhuatl
STONE , IN NAHUATL Tetl .  Mountain tepetl.  Popocatepetl Smoking Mountain.

piedras preciosas
GEMSTONES jewelry stones are classified into precious and semi-precious.  The precious ones are diamond, sapphire,
ruby and emerald.  There are other expensive but very rare ones, such as Sri Lankan serendibita, grandidierita and
taaffeiete.  The semi-precious ones are lapiz lazuli, rose quartz, amethyst, onyx, aquamarine, topaz, citrine, malachite,
turquoise, agate, spinel, moonstone, garnet, opal, alexandrite, tanzanite and others.  Some consider rose quartz, agate,
onyx or onyx, malachite and pencil lazuli to be precious for commercial and non-scientific reasons. 

piedras redondas



REDONDAS STONES Expression normally used in board games to refer to tiles .  Today, in fact, these units are plastic,
wood or glass, but in ancient times they were effectively some stone material

piernas
LEGS in theater: black curtains that are placed on the sides of the stage to cover the actors who enter and leave the
scene, as well as machines and other elements that should not be seen by the public

piernas en el teatro
LEGS IN THE THEATER SEE LEGS

pifá
PIF-View GDP

pifiadera
PIFIADERA rechiflates group pifiar action

pijama party
PIJAMA PARTY children's or teens party where they stay to sleep in the host's house. 

pijo-cool
PIJO-COOL combination of pijo, term in Spanish meaning that you dress or behave in an affected way and proving to be
of good social and cool position, Angliicism for being fashionable, be calm, but also has the sense of great, regal

pijuayo
PIJUAYO in Peru : Bactris gasipaes is a vegetable in the family of arecaceae ( palm trees).  Its fruit is cooked in salted
water.  In Ecuador, where they call it chonta, they make chonta chicha.  In Colombia they call it chontaduro and
consume it with salt and honey. 

pijudo
PIJUDO With elegant appearance, which behaves affected, nautical, that strips paints In Honduras : DIcho of a person :
It has affable treatment .  In Spain : it is typical of a cocking person, elegant.

pikunche
PIKUNCHE see PICUNCHE

pilarunada
PILARUNADA deformation of PILATUNADA, meaning a pilatunada made by Pilar

pilatunada
PILATUNADA Childish mischief, plaything, fun

pileas
PILEAS f .  and pl .  of PYLEO hat that in ancient Rome wore the free citizens and that placed the slaves in the act of



liberation.  2 .  Relating to this hat : pylean ceremony

pilicia
PILICIA 1 .  Police in Bolivian dialect, probably Aymara.  2 .  Spelling error in journalistic reprtes by oolicia . 

pilier
PILIER 1 .  In French: pillar 2 .  Brand of tents

piligano
PILIGANO licopodium saururus, common name of a plant endemic to Brazil, of the genus Licocopio.  2 .  Village of Italy
3 .  Hashtag of a twitter user

pilila
PILILA spanish for penis, usually when spoken to (or between) small children.

piloneros
PILONEROS plural PILONEROS OF PILONERO .  See PILONERO .

piloxing
PILOXING anglilicism, contraction of the terms Pilates and boxing .   It was invented by Swedish dancer Viveca Jensen
in Beverly Hills (USA).  when she was forced to retire from ballet by injury, becoming a multidisciplinary instructor. 
Piloxing is a sports practice that helps burn fats, along with toning the muscles. 

pimiento choricero
PIMIENTO CHORICERO variety of red pepper, originating in Peru, Bolivia and Mexico, which is dried and hung in curls
so that it is better preserved.  Only hydrated pulp is used when used. 

pimpinelo
PIMPINELO Spanish, whose real name is Jacinto.  He posts reviews and bugs in movies, mobile and retro video game
games, and variations on his YouTube channel Random Channel.  The channel's content has more than 162 million
views. The channel was launched in June 2014.  In his first video for the channel, he analyzed The Dark Knight Rises to
find bugs in the film. The most played content on the channel were videos of bugs in movies such as World War Z, Fast
Furious and Spider-Man 2. 

pin up
UP PIN Attracting, It Makes Hooking, It Catches The Eye.  Magazine cover with a model.  By extension , the same
model . 

pinche paloma
PINCHE PALOMA in Mexico: Pinche is a derogatory national brand, like wueá in Chile.  Something despicable, low
quality, repulsive.  It can be, in reality, anything: pinche floor, pinche work, pinche dog, pinche profe. 

pinchila
PINCHILA in Mexico: something more vulgar, a mammon, a mammona in Argentina: penis, male sexual organ of



mammals. 

pinganilla
PINGANILLA in Chile : person of little value and significance.  It comes from pinga, penis, alluding that all it has is what
hangs it, and even that's insignificant. 

pinganinja
PINGANINJA in Chile : phonetic deformation of penguin, marginal type and bad life.  It is so called, by comparison and
similarity, to whom, by being watching many martial arts films and related video games, is believed to be a kingpin of
contact struggle but only manages to make a fool of himself for ineptitude or lack of physical condition. 

pinganiña
PINGANIA In Chile : man with no value or merit that only serves because he has hanging a PINGA

pingazo
Latin penguin, be suspended.  In Argentina Stick a stroke of wine lifting the boot to drink From the verb PINGAR
abruptly get out of the vertical, sticking (a post, pillar) a sloping.  Do not confuse with PRINGAR Contract a venereal
disease.

pingorotos
PINGOROTA plural PINGOROTOS, the highest or sharpest part of a mountain.  Figuratively, people who happen to be
of a higher social class, or who stand out for being aristocratic.  Inoorotado. 

pinice
PINICE means nothing.  Probable error or urban jargon by PENICILLIN

pinjantes
PINJANTES plural de PINJANTE , architectural or goldsmithing ornament . 

pinochetista
PINOCHETISTA supporter of the former president of Chile, General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte

pinos
PINES 1 .  Conifer, softwood tree, needle-shaped leaves that deteriorate the soil for other crops.  There are 56
recognized species.  One of the biggest contributors to air pollution.  as they contribute to form aerosols.  It is used in
furniture. 2 .  Anglicism derived from PINE by palitroque

pinta
PINTA in Chile : facha , figure , prestancia .  TO THROW PINTA is to walk looking, to show its beauty, good facha or
elegance

pintando monos
PAINTING MONOS Be present but without contributing anything.



pintar la mona
PAINT THE MONA Be with nothing to do, getting bored.  It is said to come from a card game in which you have to make
pairs.  Previously a letter is drawn and then there is a letter without a partner. Each one on his turn takes cards out of
the neighbor and removing the paired cards.  In the end someone stays painting the monkey that is the huacha card
(lonely).

pintura rupestre
ROCK PAINTING derived from RUPESTRE, relative to the rock and the caverns; drawing that prehistoric men made on
the rocks of the caves to invoke the help of the gods in the hunt for wild animals.  The condition of protection from the
sun, rains and inclement weather has allowed them to survive to this day. 

pinturas rupestre
CAVE PAINTINGS grammatical error due to number mismatch.  See ROCK PAINTING

pinus pinaster
PINUS PINASTER tree of the pinaceous family that can be found in Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Morocco, part of
Algeria and Malta.  Its pine pine is similar to that of the Chilean araucaria pine.  It reaches 40 meters in height.

piñerista
PI-RISTA person, institution or activity in favor of the President of Chile ( 2018-2022 ) Sebastián Piñera Echenique .

piñón de oreja
OREJA PINION enterolobium cyclocarpum tree belonging to the order of the Fabales and member of the fabaceae
family.  Wood tree native to America, tropical and warm temperate regions.  It is used as an ornate. 

piojito pardo
PIOJITO PARDO Cuclotogaster Diminutive Heterographa of LICE PARDO , the typical lice of hens, cosmopolitan,
although it also affects turkeys.  It stays on the head and nape of the neck and is the only one that can cause significant
damage to young chickens.

piojos
IopJO plural LICE

pionío
PIONIO martyr of the Catholic church become holy.  He died in the persecutions of Izmir in Turkey, during the reign of
Emperor Decio. 

pionta
Welsh, and in turn, latin pint, small unit facing a larger one.  Sugnifica pint or jug.  Pint is an eighth of a gallon.

piparra
PIPARRA in Spain : Tender meat and fine skin, small in length, between 5 and 12 cm, with a narrow and elongated
peduncle or tail



pipelining
Pipelining. English term that comes from PIPELINE pipeline or pipe.  It means 1.  Pipe laying.  2 .  A form of
computational organization that allows a sequence of statements to be executed sequentially, while another set starts
before the first (biprocessing) is completed.

pipiá
PIPI's spelling error by PIPIAN Sauce of Mexican origin that is mainly based on ground pumpkin seeds.  It also contains
chilacayote, garlic, pepper, bread, onion, wide chilli and omelette.  Served with beef, chicken, or pork.  Typical dish of
Mexican, Bolivian and Colombian gastronomy.

pipito
PIPITO In Nicaragua With Down syndrome.  Derogatory , Mongolian 2 . In Nicaragua : A very close friend : This is my
pipito .

piquiponadas
Plural PIQUIPONADAS of Catalan .  I will not explain here in detail because Felipe Lorenzo does wonderfully in
PIQUIPONADA I will say that it comes from a Barcelona mayor who went through confusing terms whose name was Pic
i Pon .  Today it's deprecated.

piquis
PIQUIS traditional game consists of making a hole in the ground (with a plate) and at some distance a stripe; a player
tries to position his footage in the hole, if he succeeds passes the other player and the other player will have to try to hit
the opposing player's metra, in addition the player who lost the metra will be eliminated; and so on.  It's from the Trojan
family of games

piquna
PIQUNO , A native of Picún Leufú , department in the province of Neuquén, Argentina. 

pirekuas
PIREKUAS plural PIREKUA In Mexico : In purépecha language, spoken in Michoacán means song .

pirkinini
PIKININI Does not exist PIRKININI .  PIKININI is a novel written by José Miguel Varas and illustrated by Raquel
Echeñique in which the extermination of the Selknam ethnic group in the Magellan region is narrated.  Pikinini is,
according to Pedro Prado, the cry that binds all the storytellers and which unedes all selknam women.

piropeador
PYROPEADOR person who flatters women, highlighting their physical attributes

piroterapia
PIROTERAPIA Pure, heat, fire and therapy, treatment. Medical treatment based on heat use.

piroterapia
PIROTERAPIA Pure, heat, fire and therapy, treatment. Medical treatment based on heat use.



piroterapia
PIROTERAPIA Pure, heat, fire and therapy, treatment. Medical treatment based on heat use.

pirovo
PIROVO In Colombia, a disspecive with which wealthy people are appointed.

pirófita
PYROPHYTE from the Greek PIRO, fire and FITO, plant or vegetable; plant that likes fire, because they are able to
withstand it and are the propagators of it. 

pirómano pirómana
PIRON, A person who likes to cause arson

pirri
PIRRI spanish football player, José Martínez Sánchez, better known as Pirri. Doctor in medicine he belonged to the
Real Madrid medical staff.

pirrís
PIRRES Soaked In Costa Rica is used the expression BE DONE A PIRRS be wet, be soaked.  PIRRI Comes from the
verb Pirrar which means to incarnate, to like a lot, to enjoy

pirulita
PYRILITE diminutive of PIRULA , penis . 

pisa pasito
PISA PASITO slanderous person, intriguing, gossipy.  According to the RAE the word is PISAPASITO to refer to a
person who acts with malice and underhandedly.  In Colombia: someone says that it means to walk stealthily, with great
care so as not to disturb anyone.  I have my doubts. 

pisamal
PISAMAL place in the municipality of La Tebaida , Quindio , Colombia 2 .  Hacienda that belonged to a Honduran drug
trafficker, Ramón Matta Ballesteros and whose family has made irregular movements to bring back more than 500
hectares

pisao
PISAO tread syncopation, past participle of PISAR; way of expressing oneself in some regions of Spain, in cante jondo
and in flamenco It means to be dominated, controlled by women.  In Portuguese it is a machine. to give greater
consistency to a fabric, compacting it. 

piso social
SOCIAL FLAT is a general term that is reaffirmed to some economic place that may be rent or property of the State, of a
non-profit organization, or a combination of both, or of a dwelling built by the State and ceded or subsidized by the State
to families of scarce resources.



piso turístico
TOURIST FLAT in Spain : modality of renting apartments, flats in Spain, for days or weeks, which had been in strong
increase until the beginning of the pandemic by coronavirus in 2020, and which anaestheted Spanish tourism. 

pisos
FLATS pl .  of FLAT In Spain : an apartment 2 .  Soil

pisoteador
APARTMENT abuser, person who puts his foot on others.  2 .  That put, crushes the ground, or squashs something
against the ground.

pistol
PISTOL anglilicism by PISTOLA, short firearm.  It derives from the French pistole and this, in turn, from the Czech
pis'tala, hissing, and by analogy of form, short firearm. 

pit lane
PIT LANE anglicism meaning pit track; it is used in motor racing to name the heater that leads to the team's box to refuel
and replace tires and to return to the track

pitch
ENGLISH PITCH, s.  bituminous residue derived from the distillation of hydrocarbons or produced by some conifers 2 . 
Any of several bituminous substances.  3 .  Verb intr .  Cover or smear with tar 4 .  Verb trans .  Erect or place firmly in
place: pitch a tent 5 .  THROW with a specific objective or towards a specific point pitch there are into a wagon 6 present
insistently with high pressure, promote 7 : cause it to be at a certain level, position or angle a test pitched at the 5th
grade reading level 8 : fix on a musical key

pitch shifter
PITCH SHIFTER polyphonic pedal for guitar.   a pedal pitch shifter allows you to achieve a harmonic effect without the
need for a second guitar.  Ideal for experimentalists. 

pitching
PITCHING anglilicism used in baseball, by act of throwing the ball. 

pitearse
PITEARSE in Chile : form, reflexive of the verb PITEAR .  1 .  Damage or completely destroy (something) .  2 Kill (a
person or animal) 

pitecntropo
Pitecntropo spam

piti
PITI apocope of piticiego, person who sees bad and little, especially without glasses. 

piticlines



PIPITICLINES colloquial way to denominate money

piticlinis
PITICLINIS colloquial way to name money.  Pesos.  coins, chauchas.  In Chile it is said piticlines.  Sometimes it can be
a significant sum of money, but it is assumed that it is a small amount.

pitisalé
PITISALÉ galicismo derived from PETIT SALÉ, small salted.  In Dominican Republic: A kind of pork bacon (or goat)
salted and dried in the sun.  Use as an ingredient to season various dishes In Maracaibo, Venezuela: fish that is salted
for storage and to prepare mojito. 

pitito
Diminutive pito PITITO, whistle.  Figuratively, a small penis, allegory for its resemblance to a scrotum and a penis.  In
Chile swancito is also used, for small Swan brand cocktail sausages. 

pituto
PITUTO in Chile: contact in an organization or company with which favors, privileges and benefits are obtained,
generally undeservedly. 

pitutocracia
PITUTOCRACY government of the apitutados .  Culture of putting in public office and negotiating with friends when you
are in power. 

piu
PIU plus, in Italian

pivoteo
PIVOTEO rotation on an axis .  2 .  In basketball movement of body rotation with the ball, keeping a fixed foot on the
ground, so that it is not counted as a given step. 

pixelar
PIXELAR anglicism derived from pixel (px), minimum digital unit of graphic representation 1.  split an image into minimal
deployable digital units with separate attributes of their own.  2 .  distort an image so that multiple rectangles are visible
that do not display a continuous and natural image to the human eye. 

pixie
PIXIE 1 .  Little slender herds of British folklore.  2 .  Female haircut, very short.  There are 5 types of pixie cut : square,
triangular, round, heart and oval. 

pixis
PIXIS or PIXIES alternative rock band, formed in Boston, Mass in 1986.  They played indie rock and noise pop

pizarrera
PIZARRERO , a Person in charge of tilling, polishing and assembling slate tiles.  2 .  In Colombia and Puerto Rico, chalk



bar with which is written on the black or green board.  3 .  Relative to the slate, consruction material. 

pizarro
PIZARRO surnamed the former Chilean football player DAVID PIZARRO, Chilean nationalist, bronze medalist in
Sydney, who left at the Santiago Wanderers club, then played for several Italian clubs (Udinense, Inter, AS Roma,
Florentina), to return to Wanderers and University of Chile, where he finished his career in 2018. 

pizzetas
PIZZETAS pl .  by PIZZETA

písese
ASK reflexive form of the imperative of the verb to step on

pístesenos
ASK US spelling error by stepping on us, pronominal reflexive form of the first plural person of the conditional mode of
the verb PISTARSE, crushing, pressing, taking out the juice

pl
PL poland's top-level domain, used for example, in @entel. pl 2 .  Abbreviation of plural 3 .  In several countries,
acronyms of the Liberal Party.  4 in Chile: acronym for Homeland and Freedom, far-right group in the government of
Allende and oosteriormente 5 .  Lumbar puncture 6 .  Language created by IBM, of which it patented from PL1 to PL99,
and with which the company's own systems were programmed for the /350 /360 /370 and /390

placa de inducción
INDUCTION HOB when choosing a kitchen there are today 3 alternatives: the traditional gas cooker, the induction hob
and the glass-ceramic The induction hob works by creating an electromagnetic field.  It generates heat only when it
comes into contact with a container, heating it at the moment for cooking.  It gives greater security, since the surface
itself does not generate heat (although it is heated by contact with the container).  In addition, they are much faster than
ceramic hob or gas.  Another feature of these plates is the ease of cleaning and their low consumption. 

placa residual
GLASS-ceramic WASTE PLATE that generates heat by means of an electrical resistance or, failing that, a halogen plate
that is heated with the passage of electricity.  They are used as countertops for electric cookers.  The plate continues to
transfer heat even after it is turned off (waste heat).   Instead, waste heat induction plates do this by generating a
magnetic field that directly heats the container placed on top, rather than heating the plate. 

placas residuales
RESIDUAL PLATES pl . of RESIDUAL PLATE

plagueo
PLAGUEO act of plagiarizing, stealing information and presenting it as one's own

plan b
PLAN B allerative plan, in case the main plan fails in its possibility of implementing it or at some point of its execution.



plan de contingencia
CONTINGENCY PLAN program prepared for cases where a tragedy occurs, such as a fire, an earthquake, a flood, a
mechanical failure or other major mishap. 

planalto
PLANALTO In Valparaiso , Chile .  The city plan is divided into plan, the central part and the port, and the high plan
which are the 42 hills that surround the plan.

planeadas
PLAN female, plural of PLANNED past participle of the verb PLANEAR

planeta-ojo
PLANET-EYE.  I'll try to explain it scientifically.  Planets are being discovered lately that revolve around red dwarf stars,
which emit low light.  Then for there to be life must be close to your star.  The likely thing is that, like our moon, they are
tidal locking planets and always keep the misna face looking at the star.  That means half the planet will be hot and
desert and the other cold and frozen.  But there will be a stripe, like the retina of the felines, where there would be liquid
water and, eventually, life.  In the distance, the planet would look like an eyeball, beyond co. or an eye.  For simplicity of
English language they were renamed eye-planet or planet-eye in Spanish.

planetarista
PLANETARISTA person who is dedicated to the dissemination of astronomy, and who works in a planetarium. 

planetarización
GLOBALIZATION globalization, making common throughout the planet

planpética
PLANPÉTICA It is a word that has no meaning and is used in a rhyme of a tongue-twister along with other words also
invented, such as furtic, hairy and planbed

planta bebe
BABY PLANT outbreak of new plants

planta crasa
CRASA PLANT Crassula Pellucida is a succulent hanging plant with heart-shaped leaves, which have different shades
of pink, green and cream, with pink border.  Good as a cover, but looks more like succulent pendant. 

planta de aire
Tilandsia AIR FLOOR, clavel, plant of warm and humid climates, so if we have them in cold climates we have to keep
them indoors when the temperature drops. 

planta de sal
SALT PLANT Salicornia, fleshy halophile plant that lives in areas of high salinity, such as salt flats.  There are several
species, almost all small, usually less than 30 centimeters in height. Salicornias have a powerful salty flavor and
respond to their name, since they are like twigs or small cuernitos, which, when biting them you perceive an intense
flavor of salt. 



planteable
PLANTEABLE that can be discussed

plañideros
They cry or rather regret moaning strongly

plaquetaria
PLATELET , To belong to or relating to PLATELETS, oval blood cells of vertebrates, devoid of nucleus involved in the
coagulation process.  Significant blood loss can lead to the drop in tension that will facilitate the formation of the clot.  In
this way the platelet assembly seals any tear that occurs in the vessels, thus stopping the bleeding.  The formation of
the clot has two stages : muscle contraction and formation of the platelet nail.

plaquetas
PLATELETS of platelet cell without nucleus produced in the marrow circulating in the blood and that contributes to the
healing of wounds.

plaranillo de cuba
PLARANILLO DE CUBA error by PLATANILLO DE CUBA , In Cuba : medicinal plant that in Chile we call matico and
false matico .  The root, leaves and fruits are used, whose therapeutic properties are: astrigent, diuretic, stimulant, and
are used in leukorrhea, blenorrhagia, cystitis and cold of the bladder and in uterine prolapse. 

plasmar en palabras
TRANSLATE INTO WORDS pour (a vision, a feeling, a sensation) into a spoken or written text. 

plasmática
PLASMA relative or belonging to plasma, fourth state of matter. 

plasoleta
PLASOLETA spelling error by PLAZOLETA

plastazo
PLASTAZO cake, slap, slap

plasticariano
PLASTICARIANO Said of a person : from an emerging community with a goal : eradicate the habit of using and throwing
.   50 years ago every Spaniard consumed about 300 grams of this material every year.  Now it's 115 kilos.  Reversing
this process is the crusade for plasticarians.

plastificador
PLASTICIZER 1 .  Machine that coats any object or document with plastic.  2 .  Person who plasticizes

plastómero
POLYMER PLASTIC that has elastomer and plastic qualities, such as having rubber properties and the industrial
handling capacity of plastic. 



platabandas
PLATABANDAS plural of PLATABANDA in Chile : platform, pedestrian circulation sidewalk.  In Venezuela : flat roof of
houses and buildings, made of concrete. 

platacho
Platacho in Chile: trowel, wooden board with handle to smooth the plaster of a wall or a newly cemented or concreted
surface. 

plataforma digital
DIGITAL PLATFORM A platform is a place that serves as a base to hold large loads.  A digital platform is an electronic
medium where a large mass of users with a common interest gathers, that is, to carry out related activities.  For
example, there is p . d .  of learning, of digital marketing, ( ecomnerce , instagram ) of conversation ( facebook , tweeter )
, of meetings ( Tinder ) , audiovisuals ( youtube , redtube , vimeo ) 

plataformear
PLATFORM Arm a platformer, turn into a platform 2.  Introduce software, information or equipment on a digital platform. 
Build a digital platform for specific hardware.  : We have to platform Netflix for ipad.

platanillo cubano
PLATANILLO CUBANO plant typical of Cuba, which has nothing to do with banana, because it is from the family of
pipeeraceae.  It is a shrub of 2 to 6 meters of tiny flowers arranged in spikes and facing the leaves.  They abound
throughout the island of Cuba, from Pinar del Río to Cmaguey.

platillos
PLATILLOS plural OF PLATILLO , diminutive of PLATO .  Dishe smaller than the main course.  Bread plate.  2 .  flying
saucers, supposed alien spaceships.  3 .  Bronze dishes from an orchestra drums

play-off
PLAY-OFF in English uses the term in sports competitions for tiebreaker stages, as well as matches from two teams
leading different leagues to decide who is the champion.   2 .  in Spanish, and now introduced to football, they are called
the semi-finals and in the tiebreaker for third place. 

player regional
PLAYER REGIONAL anglicism by REGIONAL PLAYER, the one who participates representing a region, either of a
country or of a continent. 

playlist
PLAYLIST Anglicism by LIST OF SONGS TO PLAY .  Lists that media or users create with music of the taste of
listeners, so that they are selected and listened to over and over again. 

playoffs
PLAYOFFS semi-finals of a tournament.  Stage after a round-robin or group stage, in which they play all against
everyone in the group

playout



PLAYOUT English term consisting of PLAY, playing, interpreting and OUT out, outwards.  It is used for audio and video
signal-emitting media to represent the stage from signal broadcast to the time it is received by receivers, listeners or
viewers.

plazos
PLURAL TERM TERM, time allotted or regulated to fulfill a commitment. 

plántago menor
LESSER SEEDLING Plántago psyllium is a laxative plant that causes increased intestinal bolus, used to treat
constipation.  By absorption of intestinal fluid increases and forms bulky stools, making an evacuation easier.  It is a
genus of flowering plants in the family Plantaginaceae, composed of about two hundred species.  Most are herbaceous
plants.  The term minor is probably due to the fact that some species become shrubs of up to 60 cms.  It is sessile leaf. 

plátanos
BANANAS muse x paradisiacal , plural of BANANA

plegaos
FOLDS Second person plural of the verb imperative FOLD , join someone or something , bend

pleguete cristo
PLEGUETE CHRIST synonymous adverbial locution of By Jesus Christ, used in the nineteenth century and before.  It is
found in the chosen comedies of Don Agustín Moreto y Cabaña (1828) where Tarugo says, to Don Pedro, regarding the
door : "Open it, fold Christ, they kill me".  A fold, diminutive fold, is a tendril or tingle of vines and other plants. 

pleitesías
PLEITES OF PLEITES .

plenero
PLENERO percussion instrument belonging to the group of frame drums.  A group of these Puerto Rican tambourines
are usually played in full music.  They come in 3 sizes: the cousin or requinto (who acts as soloist), the second or
"follower", and the third, bass or "tumbador" (which gives a fixed rhythm), although the measurements may vary

pleonsticamente
PLEONSTICALLY SPAM

plinchis
PLINCHIS error by GREEN CHEESE

plinchiss
PLINCHISS SPAM

plomizos
PLOMIZO plural PLOMIZOS, lead tone



plorera
PLORERA vase

plr
PLR In Chile : 1 .  Acronyms summarising the phrase PATADA IN THE RAJA, being fired and other similar meanings.  2
.  Revolutionary front line, members and sympathizers of the PC, who like to destroy, burn, loot steal and then claim to
release the pomitic presxs who are caught in these criminal acts. 

plubo
PLUBO spelling error by Plubio Greek name, which means marine .  He is Wallace in English, and Mikuri in Japanese,
the leader of the Arrecipolis gymnasium in Sootopolis, and the champion of the HoennE Pokémon League. 

plug-in
PLUG-IN anglilicism meaning ARRIVE AND PLUG.  Derived from the verb TO PLUG , plug in , suggests that one
acquires an artifact or computer and that it works by simply plugging it in.  Figuratively, connect sentimentally or socially
one person with another. 

plumas kaqchiquel
PLUMAS KAQCHIKEL kaqchiquel is a Mayan (or Mayan) language, of the quiche group, spoken in Mesoamerica,
especially in Guatemala, Belize and Southern Mexico.  Pen is synonymous with writer, then the expression means
writers in the Kaqchiquel language.

plumber
PLUMBER English word derived from plumb, lead plumber, plumber

pluricampeón
MULTI-CHAMPION see MULTI-CHAMPION

pluricampeón pluricampeona
PLURICAMPEÓN PLURICAMPEONA See PLURICAMPEÓN

pluricampeón, ona
MULTI-CHAMPION , ONA SEE MULTI-CHAMPION

pluricentralidad
PLURICENTRALITY the term is really POLICENTRALITY or essence of the plural city.  It refers to the rather
philosophical argument that the cities do not have a single historical center, orUNICENTRALITY, but that all places have
their history and each has in addition to the historical, a functional centrality and a thematic centrality, there are different
connectivity between the centers.  It follows that each city, whole, is a historic center and not just a point of it.  It is
argued that a historic center that stops in time is eroded and destroyed so technological evolution must be continuously
incorporated, permanently creating a new story. 

pluriculturalista
PLURICULTURALISTA That is in favor of PLURICULTURALISMO, a doctrine that advocates to develop and cultivate
the cultures of all ethnicities of a nation, as opposed to promoting the imposition of the dominant culture by making



minority ones disappear over time.

plurietnica
PLURITNICA Grammatical error by PLURI-TNICA

plurifamiliar
MULTI-FAMILY by or for many families. 

plurigenérica
PLURIGENRIC on sexual diversity

plurigenérico
PLURIGENÉRICO neologism that considers several or all genders (sexual).  According to the RAE it is in suitably used
because sex defines the nature of mammals, male or female, while gender is characteristic of words and grammatical
terms, being able to be masculine, feminine or neutral. 

plurinacionalidad
PLURINACIONALITY neologism by meeting different nations in the same territory 2 .  Having more than one nationality

plurinominal
PLURINOMINAL that has repeatedly the property of having the name of something but that lacks or lacks the reality of
it.  It is not easy to find an example.  A currency note can have a plurinominal value of 5 million bolivars and also 1
dollar, but its real value or intrinsic value (paper) is negligible.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
the bolivar is used in plurinominal form given its negligible value in national currency

pluripremiada
PLURIPREMIADA women's PLURIPREMIDATE

pluripremiado
MULTI-AWARDED that has been awarded repeatedly

pluriversalidad
PLURIVERSALITY that applies to several or many, but not necessarily to all, as is the case with UNIVERSALITY

plus energy
PLUS ENERGY energy plus, a physical unit that consumes as an annual average more energy generated from
sustainable means, such as wind or solar, than the one it extracts from the common grid.

pobreza extrema
EXTREME POVERTY It is the lowest level of poverty possible, where resources are not sufficient to have an acceptable
minimum of quality of life.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be extreme poverty, absolute poverty,
hardship, destitution, misery



pobrista
POBRISTA of the poor Pobrista tourism is a common modality in countries such as India, Ethiopia, Kenya, Sudan,
Namibia and South Africa where tours to visit villages and slums where i are sold. poverty.  The pobrista utoñia poses a
society where everyone is poor. 

pobrísimo
ROTTEN augmentative of POOR; of extreme poverty.  It can refer to the economic aspect or to a value aspect

pochecas
POCHECAS and better PUCHECAS pl teets, used mainly by women, also in plural Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be puchecas, boobies, teets

pochito
POCHITO diminutive of POCHO , 1 . colloquially person who is sad and in little spirit 2.  Fruit or vegetables that are
rotten or very ripe 3 .  In Colombia : it is deslaved, discolored 4 .  In Mexico: Mexican-born people are told that they have
difficulty speaking fluent Spanish because of their extended stay in the United States or Canada.  5 .  In Chile:
something blunt, truncated, headless

pocinocultura
POCINOCULTURA spelling error by PORCINOCULTURA

pockemon
POCKEMON ortographic error for POKEMON, a popular cartoon.

pocky
POCKY chopsticks released by the Japanese company Ezaki Glico Company in 1966, and originally coated with
chocolate.  They were thus authenticated by the sound onomatoleya when the cookie broke with Pok teeth! or Pokkin! in
Japanese.  Today?have multiple flavors and colors. 

poco trabajo
LITTLE WORK 1 .  Little job offer 2 .  That represents little effort to achieve.

pocomchi
POCOMCHI in Guatemala: Mayan language, related to pocomam language.  It is spoken by the Poqomchi population
and its writing is in Latin alphabet. 

pocos huevos
FEW DAYS You don't dare, you're shy

pod
POD Music player consisting of a small digital audio player and a miniature hard drive with capacity of 10, 15 or 30
Gigas of RAM storage

podcast



PODCAST audio or video tutorial on a topic that can generate a series, which a user can listen to or watch on the
internet or download it by subscription and listen to it on a computer as on any portable device connected to the
network. 

podemismo
PODEMISMO in Spain : doctrine of the Spanish political party Podemos , which is located to the left of the political
spectrum.  It was founded in 2014 by Pablo Iglesias and others, who became its Secretary General.  Since 2020 he
became part of the Spanish government, after reaching an agreement with the PSOE. 

poder oncotico
ONCOTIC POWER see ONCOTIC PRESSURE, is a type of osmotic pressure generated in the walls of blood vessels
by the difference in pressure of the blood plasma inside and the interstitial fluid in the cellular interstitium

podotáctil
PODOTACTIL of PODO, feet and TACTIL, sensitive to touch.  Flooring, tiles, PVC surfaces or other material with
striations, bumps and other tactile elements that allow people with low or no vision to know the path they are following
and potential risks. 

podrío
I MAY SAY of a person : of strange beauty, lack of attitude and unfortunate.  Not to be confused with rotten BODRÍ, of
terrible quality, inedible food

poer los puntos sobre las ies
PUT THE DOTS ON THE IES.  Clarify to third (s) emphatically and taxfully about a situation.   Stand firm.

poesías
POETRY plural of POETRY, literature in verse, expression written or spoken in rhyme. 

poeta jose marti
POETA JOSO MARS Was born in Havana, at the time Capitanía General de Cuba .  In addition to writer, poet and
thinker, his most notable feature as a politician was to organize the Spanish War of Independence, for which he created
the Cuban Revolutionary Party and organized the War of '95, the called Necessary War.

poético-histórica
POTIC-HISTORICAL narration of past events that has romantic or lyrical attributes to tol up reality. 

poguear
POGUEAR Use a POGO to perform jumps, either as an exercise or to entertain.

pogueo
POGUEO Action and poguear effect, dance the pogo.   It comes from POGO, a type of dance that is characterized by
jumps and drifting from shocks and nudges between the participants.  Pogo emerged in punk concerts and spread to
other genres of heavy rock, such as heavy metal.



poilu
HAIRy POILU in French; military slang term used to refer to the French infantry of World War I. ? The use of the
expression comes from the rural agricultural world where most of the soldiers came from, commonly bearded and
mustachioed. 

point blank
POINT BLANK in English " : punto blanco ", a shooting video game developed in 2008 by the South Korean company
Zepetto for the Microsoft Windows platform

poke
POKE 1 .  Cut, in Hawaiian.  In Hawaiian cuisine, they are pieces of raw fish meat sliced and marinated mounted on rice
and combined with vegetables and sauces.  2 .  abbreviation of POKÉMON, a Niponic term that is an acronym for
Poketto Monsuta, or pocket monster.  Note the similarity to the English translation, Pocket Monster

poke bowl
POKE BOWL dish consisting of a cold fish salad that is served as an appetizer or as a main course.  The term comes
from bowl, bowl in English and from the Hawaiian name take of the dish and the name tako ooke used in Japan.

poliadicos
POLYADICOS spelling error by POLIDI-DICOS , plural of POLIDI-DICO , which relates to multiplicity of days

poliamorosa
POLYAMOROUS f .  of POLYAMOROUS person who consensually maintains loving relationships with more than one
person. 

poliamoroso
POLYAMOROSO neologism related to a sexual relationship with several simultaneously with the consent and
knowledge of each of those involved. 

polibromato
POLYBROMATO polybromophenyl or PBB neurotoxic plastic substance that is appearing in human urine. 

policentrico
POLICENTRICO misspelling by POLICÉNTRICO

policía afectiva
AFFECTIVE POLICE The Social Welfare Directorate of the Colombian National Police has a program to strengthen the
emotional and affective bonds of its staff and their families, necessary for the enormous amount of work hours that
makes it impossible for them to adequately share with their partners and children. 

policloruro de vinilo
POLYCLORURO DE VINILO is the result of polymerizes the monomer of vinyl chloride or chloroethene. 

policontusa



POLICONTUSA f .  of POLICONTUSO

policontusión
POLY POLYCONTUSION, prefix meaning several, many and concussion meaning bruises, bumps, bruises.  Multiple
minor injuries. 

policontuso
POLICONTUSO is said to have suffered multiple bruises and injuries

policromatiko
POLYCROMATICS , A .   And not polychromiko.  Multi-colored.  Object to which several colors have been applied

poliétnica
POLYTNIC/A, poly, many, multiple and ethnos set of people who share race, color, culture origin It is a mixture of
various races or cultures.

polifuncionalidad
POLYFUNCTIONALITY of poly, much, diverse; quality of diversity of functions

poligámica
POLYGAMIC women's polyGAMIC who is married to people of the other sex (or the same, where permitted by law) 

polilla del roble
POLILLA DEL ROBLE Thaumetopoea porcessionea is a moth whose caterpillars are found in the oak groves.  They can
affect both the health of trees and people.

polimerasa
POLYMERASE enzyme that has the property of being able to duplicate and transcribe prosthetic properties.  For this
capability is used in laboratory analysis, to verify many situations such as murders, pathologies, rapes, viral diseases
and others where a minimum critical mass is required to be sure of the diagnosis.  With minimal sample polymerase
works by doubling the genetic material approximately once an hour.  With 20 hours you reach 1 million times the original
sample, a minimum to draw conclusions.  It is common to wait 27 hours as you reach approximately 130 million
replications, a mass that ensures a very high percentage of certainty of not giving false negatives (or fewer false
positives). 

polimeriza
POLYMERIZES see POLYMERIZATION, concatenation of low molecular weight molecules to form macromolecules in
the form of linear chains or tridimensional gromeryls

polimorfismos
POLIMORFISMOS pkural from POLIMORFISMOS

poliodio
POLYDIUM 1 .  With Woodstock and the hippies became popular free love and polyamor.  If it is already difficult to



handle a female or male, imagine what it would be like with 6.  Who do you give the pass to first? Who should prepare
the croquettes for the 7? Uuuuffff! In return, then, polio appeared, something weirder that does, because it takes more
emotional energy to hate than to love.  And, in general, loving gives pleasure, hating produces stress.  2 .  I hate
everything, but in reality, widespread hatred against something, for example, religions, political parties, people of all
other races, countries or peoples.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be me, I would still prefer, a
thousand times, to test polyamor than polio 

polioximetileno
CRYSTALline thermoplastic POLYOXYMETILENO used in precision parts that demand high rigidity, low friction and
excellent dimensional stability. 

polióxido de metileno
METHYLENE POLYOXIXIDE see POLIOXIMETILENO

polipoesía
POLYPOESIA poetic movement founded in Italy in the 80s by Enzo Minarelli.  It consists of the many naneras of
interpreting a poem, since it applies to the simple recitation techniques of various kinds such as noise, theatricalization,
performance, audiovisual media, music, sound distortion and new technology. 

polipresidiario
POLYPRESIDIARY disguise that is police in its left half and inmate in its right half. 

poliraciola
POLYRACIOLA a polyrographic error by POLYRACIAL, involving several races or ethnicities

poliraciola
POLYRACIOLA a polyrographic error by POLYRACIAL, involving several races or ethnicities

polirritmo
POLIRRITMO is the conjunction of two or more rhythms that are heard simultaneously in the same song.  For example,
in a rock band the guitarist plays at a beat with a certain duration of notes within the flow, the drums do so at another
pace and the bass does so at a third pace, which constitutes a multirhythm that achieves a better sound effect than the
monorrhythmus. 

politeistas
POLITEISTS plural of POLITEISTA, poly, miche and theist, believer in a god, who worships multiple gods

políptoton
POLYPTOTON literary figure belonging to the subgroup of the 27 REPETITION FIGURES, which, in turn, belong to the
group of DICTION FIGURES.  It is characterized by using various grammatical forms of the same word in a single
sentence.  Polypote, derivation, etymological figure. 

política de bloques
POLITICS OF BLOCS exercise of politics based on the conjunctural or temporary union of parties and groups defending
a position agreed between them, against the same attitude adopted by rival groups with other similar ideas among them.



política identitaria
IDENTITY POLICY 1 .  youth movement born in France and derived from the Nouvelle Droite, the far right, anti-jihadist,
which argues that the Western world is being attacked by Muslims.  2 .  Policy that seeks to highlight the interests of
each group, lesbian, LGBTI, African American, women, Basque, Galician, about the common interests of the citizens of
a country. 

político económico
ECONOMIC POLICY relative to the political aspects (which are related to the administrative management, of power and
government) and simultaneously economic (which have relation to the administration of wealth and growth). 

político-administrativo
POLITICAL-ADMINISTRATIVE adj .  It has attributions of both a political and administrative nature: a
political-administrative map shows the political and administrative organization of a country, as well as its international
limits.    . 

político-financiera
POLITICAL-FINANCIAL that has political and financial connotation

político-financiero
POLITICAL-FINANCIAL that has political and financial rims at the same time : political-financial crisis. 

polka dot
POLKA DOT 1 .  Stamping or design based on a flat background and points scattered on it, which can be uniform and
symmetrical or that can vary in size and position indiscriminately.  Black or pastel-colored fabrics with white dots are
typical.  2 .  Interaccessibility and security system that controls and allows the connectivity of various computer systems
to each other. 

pollar
POLLAR In Argentina : Spit in Chile and Argentina chicken is a spit or gargajo .  2 .  Sometimes it's a spelling mistake to
poyar which is to pay a poyo or right. 3 .  It could be jargon in countries where cock is used as a synonym for penis. 
Pollar, in such a case, would throw, fornicate, culear.

pollo de anade
ANADE'S POOL spelling error by POLLO DE AADE

pollo de ánade
AADE'S CHICKEN duck breeding

pollofre
POLLOFRE penis-shaped waffle that is bathed by a sweet sauce with the likeness of ejaculated semen, which sells La
Pollería in Chueca, Madrid and that has caused sensation since 2019. 



pollón
CHICKEN In Spain big cock, large penis.  In Cuba, Nicaragua and Puerto Rico Chicken that has not yet reached
maturity.  In Chile, bet on horse racing where you have to hit 14 races, where each one is divided into 3 groups.  It's
called Golden Chicken.

pololiar
POLOLIAR in Chile: vulgarism by POLOLEAR, maintain loving relationships with a stable couple, but without marital
commitment.  An allegory is made to moths, called polo shirts, which are attracted to light and flutter around the
spotlights. 

polucin
POLUCÍN spelling error due to POLLUTION

polvaz
POLVAZ polvareda

polvazo
POLVAZO A good powder, a very satisfying sexual exchange

polvo domiciliario
DOMICILIARY DUST particulate matter that is breathed, floats in the air and falls by gravity to the surfaces when the air
is calm. 

pomelo chino
CHINESE POMELO is citrus maxima so named because it is the largest citrus there is.  It is commonly called
PAMPELMUSA, common grapefruit name in German and French (pampelmuse, pampelmousse ) being pampelmousse
chinois chinese grapefruit. There are giant grapefruits the size of the human head, but they are usually a large pear size
and ovoidal to almost spherical in shape, with color that changes from green to orange and lemon yellow. 

pomodoro
POMODORO Italianism by TOMATE

pomponista
POMPONISTA cheerleader, teenager who performs pirouettes and show figures with pompoms to stimulate the players
and audience of his team

pompotas
POMPOTAS adjective assigned to Skinner in the comic strip of The Simpsons a British politician named Dennis Skinner
in 1984 twice used the expression pompous sod, unpleasant know-it-all.  He was forced to retract but only withdrew the
pompous thing.  Hence it. he christened the pompous character Seymour Skinner translated as Pompous Skinner. 

ponchallantas
PONCHALLANTAS , In the state of Guanajuato, Mexico , is used on the roads in order to assault vehicles.  It is formed
with the verb "ponchar" (from English "to punch" and Spanish "pinchar" ) and the noun "llanta"



ponderados
WEIGHTED pl .  of weighted, participle of WEIGHTing, assigning proportionality or giving an appropriate weight to an
element (of a set, possibly) .  Weigh.  Reassign a new value (to something) according to a different scale. 

poner a alguien a caer de un burro
PUT SOMEONE DOWN FROM A DONKEY.  The original version mentions a passage from the Bible (Acts of the
Apostles , 9-1 , 9 ) in which Saul (who will later be St. Paul) goes on a donkey to Damascus to persecute those who
follow Jesus for a divine time he tears him down from his donkey and in that instance he is perished from his mistake. 
Then, the use of the saying points to someone who has been oorphially wrong and finally realizes their mistake.  The
modern version is gossip about someone, criticize him harshly, skin him.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be put your boss to fall from a donkey, leaving him on the ground

poner a alguien por los suelos
PUT SOMEONE BY THE FLOORS Smash, demolish psychologically, depress, dishearten, plunge into grief, pain,
distress, frustration, hopelessness to a person.

poner a trabajar
GET TO WORK start a new or regular activity

poner cachos
PUT CACHOS Put the horns on .  Woman who has extramarital relations In Chile, Colombia Panama, Venezuela is said
to PUT THE CACHOS or PUT THE HORNS

poner en cuartos
PUT IN ROOMS 1 .  Formerly criminals had their heads cut off and exposed at the entrance of the city in the form of a
warning, for which a pedestal or monolith was placed that can still be seen in some European villages.  The rest of the
body was dismembered into four parts or quarters.  2 .  In military jargon, assign one of the four guard shifts.  3 .  Assign
a room and people to serve someone 4 .   In Print .  Said from a book, a booklet, or some document of many pages.   ,
Of tub paper, whose sheets correspond to four per sheet.  Also said of other books whose height is from 23 to 32 cm. 
When printing sheets of larger pages, 23x33 or larger, in sheets77x130, we speak of a larger quarter. 

poner en tabla
TABLE to include in the list of topics to be dealt with ( in an assembly or meeting in which such matters will be discussed
) 

poner enfermo
PUT SICK In Spain . cause displeasure, disgust.

poner la soga en el cuello
PUT THE SOGA TO THE NECK Allegory of the situation of a condemned to the gallows, who in his last memnto is
placed the rope to hang him.  Figuradamante, be about to break or fail.

poner los puntos sobre la ies
PUT THE POINTS ON THE IES Put things in place.  Take the bull by the antlers.  Make things very clear.  Assume
authority.



poner los puntos sobre la mesa
PUT THE DOTS ON THE TABLE.  Put a topic to discussion, which is usually being evaded for some reason.

poner mucho o todo empeño
PUT MUCH OR ALL ( THE ) PAWNS Trying to the fullest

poner paños calientes
PUT HOT PAÑOS Shake , heat a situation , entede the mood .  It is the anonymity of the traditional and more sensible
expression PUT COLD PAÑOS, which means to calm the moods, calm down.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be exacerbating moods, creating or increasing conflict

poner peros
PUT BUTS raise objections, place obstacles (to a proposal) 

poner un máximo
PUT A MAXIMUM put a limit, put a stop.  Aforar. 

ponerle el hombro
PUT THE SHOULDER strive, work hard (on something) 

ponerle el ojo
PUT YOUR EYE on it, keep an eye on it, try to steal

ponerse a trabajar
GET TO WORK Start activities, dedicate yourself to a topic

ponerse la carne de gallina
PUT THE GALLINA CARNE The hens when the feathers are removed are left with a grainy skin similar to the ripe
orange peel.  It is said that hen skin is put on someone who gets his hairs and the skin acquires a grainy vision.  This is
usually due to a large scare, but also because of very cold, coming into contact with ice water, or eating something that
produces allergy (my case).

ponerse necio
GET NECIO Get silly, annoying.  Fool comes from the Latin nescius that comes from the verb scire, know.  That is, it is
the denial of wisdom, being silly.

ponerse terco
GET STUBBORN porfiar , insist hatefully , resist , make the difficult

ponérsele
PONERSELE In Chile : Get in your head, get an idea of it, become obscene and uncompromising.

ponérsele



PONERSELE In Chile : Get in your head, get an idea of it, become obscene and uncompromising.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be getting into your head, convincing yourself

ponky
PONKY in Colombia: very bad taste

ponme un vino
PUT ME A WINE IMPERATIVE TO PUT A WINE 1 .  Place (bottles of) wine (on the table) 2.  Serve or use wine in a
glass or preparation

pop science
POP SCIENCE From English pop pop and science science.  Pipular science, that is, within everyone's reach.

pop-rock
POP ROCK musical style originated in England in the mid-60s, which combines pop style with rock, which stands out for
electric guitars and stronger rhythm. 

popin
POPIN error by POPÍN diminutive of pot, buttocks, poop

popocat
PIPOCAT apocope of POPOCATEPETL, sacred volcano of the Incas located in the valley of Mexico

poprockero
POPROCKERO person who performs poprock style music.   (Anglicism derived from popular rock and roll), or adept at
this type of music. 2 .  relative to or belonging to poprock : poprockero style

por algún motivo
FOR SOME REASON adverbial expression , for some cause , for some reason (not known ) 

por angas o por mangas
BY ANGAS OR BY MANGAS in Chile: one way or another, such as Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can
be one way or another, as it is, unfailingly

por atrás
BEHIND in sexual relations: by anal route.  In some cases of heterosexual relations it can refer to the fact that the man
has a posture behind the back of the woman but it is not the most common meaning 2 .  It literally means from the back. 

por bajo
LOW at the very least, so low

por donde quiera
WHEREVER you want on any side, on the side you (want) anywhere



por eso
That's why because of that, as a result

por extensión
BY ADDITION EXTENSION, for the reasons explained above is also added (some concept, term, rule, condition, object,
or whatever).  It corresponds to an aggregate to the above due to its similarity or close relationship. 

por la cacha del paraguas
BY THE CACHA DEL PARAGUAS Expression of annoyance, more polite than saying for shit! .  It is also used stating
that there is no reason : -Why did you dye green? -By the umbrella pot.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be by the crest! , by the crest of the monkey! , for fuck's sake!

por la impresion tuvo un ataque al corazon
BY PRINTING HAD A HEART ATTACK A strong scare, such as a strong earthquake or tremor, an assault, warning of a
serious accident, can cause people with heart problems to stop an area (myocardium) of the heart muscle.  See
Infarction

por la razón del artillero
FOR THE REASON OF THE GUNNER for obvious reasons.  The story is told like this: an artillery officer had not
complied with the order to fire a cannon and was subjected to a court-martial.  the defendant announced to his judges
that he would set out numerous reasons for his conduct, but the first one, which was the lack of gunpowder, was
enough. 

por las puras
BY THE PURE Expression that denotes doing something without getting any benefit.  I worked for months for the pure
ones: the project failed.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be for nothing, bucket, by pure wueas, by
pure aubergines

por lo bajo
LOW IN Chile: at least

por su turno
BY YOUR TURN By order ( arrival )

por toda la eternidad
FOR ALL ETERNITY metaphor to express FOREVER, as long as there is life. 

por todas partes
EVERYWHERE EVERYWHERE, everywhere

porcion crural del diafragma
CRURAL PORTION OF THE DIAFRAGMA part of the diaphragm that is related to the thigh, also called feMORAL
region, which runs from the hip to the knee, and is made up of femoral quadriceps and femoral veins and arteries. 



porciones
Plural portions of PORTION piece, piece

pornochic
PORNOCHIC term coined as PORNO CHIC, which means ELEGANTE PORNO, by Ralph Blumenthal, in the New York
Times, to refer to the , golden age of porn, ss say from 1969 to 1984.  The appearance of home video vcrs liquidated
porn cinema in cinemas. 

pornoco
PORNOCO vulgarism In Argentina, sebaceous acne grains that appear on the face, usually in the chin area, and that
bear that name by the widespread belief that occur due to lack of sex.

porosear
POROSEAR Filter , permeate .  Said of a liquid. Transfer a porous layer.  Figured, penetrate minds dd people,
brainwash them.

poroto chino
POROTO CHINO It is the well-known poroto mung or mungo Legume widely used to make beans with reins ( noodles),
bean salads

porque lo mando yo
BECAUSE I COMMAND IT authoritarian expression of answer to a question of why something is ordered to a person or
a group of people.  It indicates that one does not want or does not want to give more explanations. 

porque me pidió un hijo
BECAUSE HE ASKED ME FOR A SON because he asked me to go to bed (with him) and procreate.

porrazos
PORRAZOS pl .  of PORRAZO, accidental fall (of a person or animal) resounding and painful

porsilaponguista
PORSILAPONGUISTA Masochistic or submissive feminist man who supports decontructionism.  See
PORSILOPONGUISTA

porsiloponguista
PORSILOPONGUISTA or better PORSILAPONGUISTA , decontrucist , man who is humiliatingly in favor of feminism
and accepts without making a critical judgment the attitude and philosophy that proposes to propose that any praise,
rapprochement, gallant is a sexual harassment and abuse of power, which are appropriate the slogans "dead man
compost for my garden", "kill a brother", "kill your husband", "in case , you the widow", "crush the male"

porso
PORSO in Mexico : disgusting pig

porta textos



Porta text is incorrectly written and should be written as portatextos being its meaning:<br>stands of various kinds to
mount written texts, and may be even electronic type.

portabebidas
HOLDERS thermal insulating basket or other means to wrap a bottle and keep it cold for a period of up to an hour. 
Thermal insulating vessel into which a bottle is inserted to keep it cold. 

portatrofeos
PORTATROFEOS containing or transporting trophies or cups won, for example, a shelf or cabinet intended to store
them. 

portexa
Until : - when they ask for definition of a : brand that has already been rejected times!!!!!!

portista
GOALKEEPER error by SNUCK, but most likely by SPORTSMAN.  If it were a person who carries something the term is
CARRIER and not portista

portonazo
PORTONAZO Theft of a car by a gang of criminals with the technique of seized the vehicle when the driver gets off to
open the gate of his house. 

português
PORTUGUESE native to PORTUGAL

pos-chavismo
POS-CHAVISMO epoch that every sensible Venezuelan expects to happen soon.  Unfortunately The Narco of Godhead
Hair has the screen monigote and is not seen for when he can leave power. 

pos-soberano
POS-SOBERANO after being independent

posapocaliptica
POSAPOCALYPTIC female POSAPOCALYPTIC, relating to the post-apocalypse times

posapocaliptico
Post-apocalyptic spelling error by POSAPOCALYPTIC .  See post-apocalyptic

posapocalíptica
POST-APOCALYPTIC after the apocalypse

posapocalíptico
POSAPOCALYPTIC that is post-apocalypse .    . 



poscolonial
Post-Cologne POSCOLONIAL

poscolonialismo
POSTCOLONIALISM period and political, economic and social development of a society once it has become a country
free from foreign colonization

posconvergente
POST-CONVERGENCE

poscristiano
POST-CHRISTIAN post-Christian era of Christianity

posdecir
POSDECIR started by the Spanish sociologist Loving Miguel for whom they claim a posteriori that a fact that no one
foreseeed, but that they had been predictable.  It is a contrast to the term predict.   The expression predicting the past is
also used.

posdictatorial
POSDICTATORIAL relative to or belonging to the post-dictatorship period . 


